BRAVO

Rethinking a music room icon.
No one calls them music wobblers or music leaners; we call
them music stands.
And shouldn’t your music stands do just that — stand? We
thought so, and that’s why we took a fresh look at this music
facility icon and designed the Bravo.
Music stands dot the landscape of every music facility. They
are among the most prominent pieces of equipment so it’s
important that they look good and stand up straight. On a
daily basis they get used and over-used, they get carried
around, knocked around and driven around. They have to be
built tough. And, since a typical music facility needs quite a
few of them, they end up being a significant investment. You
shouldn’t have to repair, repaint or replace them after only a
few years of use.
If you want a better music stand, there’s no need to look
past the Bravo. It’s more durable, more functional, more
attractive and a better investment.
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BRAVO
Right out of the box, every music stand looks nice and is performance-ready. But once
they’re put into use, it doesn’t take too much time for the typical metal music stand to
look a little tired. In fact, if you have metal music stands in your facility now, go take a
look at them. How many are scratched, dented, bent, wobbly or leaning: How many
have height adjustments that are too stiff or too loose? How many have desks that
won’t hold the angle?

A double-bracketed T-joint
keeps the desk securely on
the stem. The snug fitting
brackets apply just the right
amount of pressure on plastic
collars over each end of the
T-bar. The result is a desk
that adjusts smoothly, but
holds firmly enough not to
move when you turn a page
or grab a pencil.

Any music teacher will tell you about tightening bolts on wobbly stands or picking
through them before a concert to find the ones with the fewest dents and scratches.
Ask a musician what it’s like trying to get through a performance with a stand that is
slowly sinking, or with a desk that keeps tilting forward.
When it comes time to invest in music stands, the Bravo Music Stand gives you a lot
more for your money. In fact you’ll probably have to replace other music stands long
before a Bravo retires.

Height adjustment moves
and locks with a single,
smooth motion.

Music Stand Move & Store Cart
will hold up to 18 Bravo Stands.

Bravo Stand
frame finishes

Oatmeal

Wedgewood

Welded construction
stands straight and never
needs tightening like
bolted construction.

Oyster

Raspberry

Black

Chrome
Black
Grey

BRAVO MUSIC STAND SPECIFICATIONS:
• Polystyrene desk won’t chip, scratch, or bend.
• Accessory shelf for assorted items.

WENGER CORPORATION
555 Park Drive, P.O. Box 448
Owatonna, MN 55060-0448

• Color selection perfectly matches Student Chairs and other Wenger products.
• Stylized 203/8" x 131/2" (52 cm x 34 cm) desk surface.

UNITED STATES
Phone: 1-800-733-0393
Fax: 1-507-455-4258
Customer Service: 1-800-887-7145

• Base is welded - not bolted - eliminating wobbles, leaning, and the need for tightening.
• Patented desk height adjuster moves up and down easily and holds securely in place.
• Desk adjusts from 24" to 451/2" (61 cm to 116 cm), desk lip to floor.

CANADA
Phone: 1-800-268-0148
Fax: 1-416-754-3996

• Three-year warranty.
• Assembly required.
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Bravo Stand (10 lbs.) (4.5 kg)
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